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Models display creations by designer Christelle Kocher during the KOCHE AW16 and SS17.

She’s a literary sensation whose debut novel has sold over
100,000 copies, yet unless you speak Dutch you’ve proba-
bly never heard of writer Lize Spit.  But all that’s about to

change as publishers line up to translate her dark tale of friend-
ship and betrayal. Why would a traumatized young woman
return to her home town with a block of ice in her car? It is this
question at the heart of “The Melting” that has gripped readers
and caused a stir unlike any other Dutch-language debut in
recent years. Reviewers in Belgium and the Netherlands have
hailed Spit as the voice of her generation, while international
publishers have jostled to snap up the translation rights to the
haunting coming-of-age story.

The 27-year-old author attributes her success partly to the
book’s universal themes of small-town life and growing up in a
dysfunctional family, but says the Flemish literary world “was
also waiting for someone new, a young new voice”. “I’m a bit
stunned by it all,” she told AFP in a phone interview ahead of
this week’s Frankfurt Book Fair, where Flanders and the
Netherlands are the guests of honor and where “The Melting”
will get its first big outing on the international stage. 

The story opens with the main character, twenty-some-
thing Eva, driving back to her home village, determined to set-
tle the score over childhood wrongs. Weaving between the
past and the present, Spit takes the reader back to the swelter-
ing summer of 2002, when Eva’s only two friends-both teenage
boys-embark on a chilling game of sexual exploration. A sense

of creeping dread fills the pages until the shocking climax.

‘Unprecedented’ 
Since it was first published in January, the book has sold

over 100,000 copies-a remarkable achievement for any debut
author. But it’s an astronomical figure in a country where most
novels have a print run of 2,000 and any book that sells over
10,000 copies is considered a hit. “After more than nine months
it’s still the best-selling novel in Flanders,” said Spit’s publisher
Daniel van der Meer of the Dutch publishing house Das Mag.
The film rights were sold three days after “The Melting”
appeared in stores, and nine countries have since bought the
translation rights-including France, Spain and England.

In Germany, interest was so strong that the book went to
auction. “The extremely fast foreign sales, including to the very
difficult English-language market, are unprecedented for a
Flemish debut,” said Michiel Scharpe of the Flemish Literature
Fund, which will be showcasing Dutch-language works in
Frankfurt. Van der Meer expects to add more countries to the
list at the fair, where Spit will appear in a documentary that
takes her back to her home town to visit some of the locations
that inspired the book.

‘The Melting’ tourists 
Critics have been unanimous in their praise for Spit’s vivid

prose and keen observations, drawing comparisons with Ian

McEwan and the late Hugo Claus who wrote the Flemish clas-
sic “The Sorrow of Belgium”. Wary of being written off as hype,
Spit stresses the hard work that went into “The Melting”, noting
that she read the entire book out loud three times before set-
tling on a final version. Much has been made in local media
about the graphic nature of some of the scenes, and Spit her-
self admits parts of the book are “quite intense”. “But you need
something like that, at the end, where everything goes horri-
bly wrong.”

Questions have inevitably been raised about how much of
the story is based on true events, but Spit has resisted talking
about her own past. “I think it’s very important to keep that dis-
tance,” she said, expressing disbelief at fans of the book who
tour her childhood village of Viersel in northern Belgium
expecting to see all the same places as on the page. With her
frequent media appearances and a weekly newspaper column,
Spit-who is invariably pictured wearing her hair in a messy
bun-has become a celebrity at home, but says she tries to keep
“a cool head” about fame. “I know that it won’t last. People for-
get quickly.” She is already planning her second novel.  “The
idea is already bubbling. This time it won’t be about a small vil-
lage, but about something else completely. I think I have said
everything there is to be said about that village.” — AFP

British artist David Hockney poses with his book “SUMO - A
Bigger Book” during the Frankfurt Book Fair in Frankfurt
am Main, western Germany, yesterday. — AFP

Belgian author creates stir with tale of ice-cold revenge

French label Koche made its Japan
Fashion Week debut yesterday, trans-
forming part of Tokyo’s famed Harajuku

district into a catwalk-stopping traffic to
unveil street cool with a French twist. Paris-
based designer Christelle Kocher brought her
two-year old fashion house to the heart of
Japanese youth culture, taking over a street
lined with boutiques, which until shortly
before the show had been bustling with
teenage girls dressed in Japan’s distinctive
school uniforms. Lanterns lined the open-air
runway and a sound system blasted out a
techno beat, but otherwise there was no
adornment to the display of street wear-part
locker room, part French boudoir.

Kocher cast real people to personify the
concept of street fashion, including a
Japanese DJ, a photographer and a designer,
in a high-energy show presenting more than
40 looks for summer and winter. Her casting
was similar to her 2015 Paris debut, when she
turned part of Les Halles into a runway, using

models that included what Vogue called a
“girl handpicked off the street” and one of her
neighbors.

Tokyo yesterday saw net leggings, jogging
bottoms reimagined as lace flares, patchwork
dresses cut on the bias and textured cream
silk trousers for men and women, described
by Kocher as a unisex look. There were deli-
cate negligee-style slip dresses and vest tops,
paired with denim or sportswear, fabrics with
sequins and feathers, and crepe ruffled shirts-
again for both men and women. “The idea
was to bring the energy of Paris together in
Tokyo,” Kocher explained to reporters back-
stage after the show.  “We wanted to have this
really powerful,  symbolic connection
between the two countries and show that we
can be altogether.” Kocher started the label in
2015 after working for fashion giants Emporio
Armani, Chloe, Bottega Veneta and Dries Van
Noten. — AFP

French label stops

traffic  with outdoor

Tokyo catwalk

Designer Christelle Kocher (front third right) poses with models during her KOCHE AW16 and SS17 mix collection show presented by H
BEAUTY&YOUTH at Amazon Fashion Week in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP photos


